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among physicians. As with qualified
risk-sharing arrangements, any
agreement concerning price or other
terms of dealing must be reasonably
necessary to achieve the efficiency goals
of the joint arrangement.
Second, because the order is intended
to reach agreements among horizontal
competitors, Paragraph II would not bar
agreements that only involve physicians
who are part of the same medical group
practice (defined in Paragraph I.I).
Paragraph III, for three years, bars
Physician Network Consulting and Mr.
Taylor from negotiating with any payor
on behalf of the other respondents, and
from advising any physician who
participates in Professional Orthopedic
Services, or advising the respondent
Physician Practices (defined in
Paragraph I.G), to accept or reject any
term, condition, or requirement of
dealing with any payor. This temporary
‘‘fencing-in’’ relief will ensure that the
alleged unlawful conduct by these
respondents does not continue.
Paragraph IV, for three years, requires
Physician Network Consulting and Mr.
Taylor to notify the Commission before
entering into any arrangement to act as
a messenger, or as an agent on behalf of
any physicians, with payors regarding
contracts. Paragraph IV sets out the
information necessary to make the
notification complete.
Paragraph V requires Professional
Orthopedic Services to send the
complaint and order to all physicians
who have participated in Professional
Orthopedic Services, and to payors that
contract with Professional Orthopedic
Services.
Paragraphs VI and VII generally
require Physician Network Consulting
to distribute the complaint and order to
physicians who have participated in any
group that has been represented by
Physician Network Consulting since
January 1, 1999, and each payor with
which Physician Network Consulting
has dealt since January 1, 1999, for the
purpose of contracting.
Paragraph VI.B requires Physician
Network Consulting to distribute the
complaint and order to present and past
employees, and to each individual who
has acted as a contractor for Physician
Network Consulting relating to
contracting or advising physicians with
regard to their dealings with payors.
Paragraph VI.B is intended to ensure
that past as well as present employees
and contractors of Physician Network
Consulting are made aware of the
complaint and consent in order to
discourage similar illegal conduct.
In the event that Physician Network
Consulting fails to comply with the
requirements set forth in Paragraphs IV,
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VI, VII.A.2, VII.B, or VII.C, Mr. Taylor
must do so pursuant to Paragraph VIII.
Paragraph IX requires the respondent
Physician Practices to terminate any
contract with United HealthCare at
United HealthCare’s request and
without penalty.
Paragraphs VII.B, VII.C, X, and XI of
the proposed order impose various
obligations on respondents to report or
provide access to information to the
Commission in order to facilitate
monitoring respondents’ compliance
with the order.
The proposed order will expire in 20
years.
By direction of the Commission.
Donald S. Clark,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 03–19148 Filed 7–25–03; 8:45 am]
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Executive Secretary, Advisory
Committee on Blood Safety and
Availability, Department of Health and
Human Services, Office of Public Health
and Science, 1101 Wootton Parkway,
Room 275, Rockville, MD 20852; (301)
443–4788, FAX (301) 443–4361, e-mail
lmcmurtry@osophs.dhhs.gov.
Dated: July 18, 2003.
CAPT Lawrence C. McMurtry,
Acting Executive Secretary, Advisory
Committee on Blood Safety and Availability.
[FR Doc. 03–19067 Filed 7–25–03; 8:45 am]
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The Advisory Committee on Blood
Safety and Availability will meet on
Thursday August 21, 2003, and Friday,
August 22, 2003, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The meeting will take place at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel on Capitol Hill, 400 New
Jersey Ave., NW., Washington, DC
20001. The meeting will be entirely
open to the public.
The purpose of this meeting will be to
examine the effect of mass smallpox
vaccinations on the blood donor base
and the effects of emerging infectious
diseases and bioterrorism on the blood
supply.
Public comment will be solicited at
the meeting. Public comment will be
limited to five minutes per speaker.
Those who wish to have printed
material distributed to Advisory
Committee members should submit
thirty (30) copies to the Acting
Executive Secretary prior to close of
business August 15, 2003. Those who
wish to utilize electronic data projection
in their presentation to the Committee
must submit their material to the Acting
Executive Secretary prior to close of
business August 15, 2003. In addition,
anyone planning to comment is
encouraged to contact the Acting
Executive Secretary at her/his earliest
convenience.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
CAPT Lawrence C. McMurtry, Acting
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Agency Information Collection
Activities: Submission for OMB
Review; Comment Request
AGENCY: Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services.
In compliance with the requirement
of section 3506(c)(2)(A) of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) (formerly known as the
Health Care Financing Administration
(CMS)), Department of Health and
Human Services, is publishing the
following summary of proposed
collections for public comment.
Interested persons are invited to send
comments regarding this burden
estimate or any other aspect of this
collection of information, including any
of the following subjects: (1) The
necessity and utility of the proposed
information collection for the proper
performance of the agency’s functions;
(2) the accuracy of the estimated
burden; (3) ways to enhance the quality,
utility, and clarity of the information to
be collected; and (4) the use of
automated collection techniques or
other forms of information technology to
minimize the information collection
burden.
Type of Information Collection
Request: Extension of a currently
approved collection; Title of
Information Collection: Design and
Implementation of a Targeted
Beneficiary Survey on Access to
Physician Services Among Medicare
Beneficiaries; Form No.: CMS–10084
(OMB# 0938–0890); Use: This survey of
Medicare beneficiaries in targeted
communities will be used to obtain
information on whether they are
experiencing problems accessing
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